Quality Adjectives List

...shining
glistening
dazzling
glowing
gleaming
twinkling
sparkling
glimmering
shimmering
glittering
brilliant
lustrious
radiant
vibrant
vivid

...dark
gloomy
shadowy
dim
murky
obscure
shady

...little
tiny
minute
miniature
miniscule
small
slight
elfin
petite
puny
small
compact
insignificant
minimal
negligible
diminutive

...big
huge
large
vast
immense
gigantic
enormous
colossal
massive
mammoth
sizeable
gargantuan
substantial
hefty
plump
significant
sizeable

...pretty or beautiful
attractive
lovely
gorgeous
charming
handsome
stunning
exquisite
fetching
alluring
comely
enchanting
enticing
captivating
stunning
ravishing
inspiring
adorable
classy
dainty
elegant
sleek
breathtaking

...ugly
hideous
monstrous
revolting
grotesque
homely
horrible
dreadful
awful
unpleasant
vile
wretched
ghastly
wicked
brutal
unsightly
marred
contorted
gruesome
frightening
creepy
horrifying
shocking
daunting
disturbing

...nice
wonderful
delightful
fabulous
fantastic
marvelous
splendid
glorious
magnificent
superb
excellent
kind
friendly
personable
pleasant
genial
amiable
agreeable
cordial

...special
cherished
idolized
prized
esteemed
revered
held dear
adored

...bad
wicked
amoral
unrighteous
dishonest
unscrupulous
impious
licentious
roguish
untrustworthy
disloyal
sinister
wily
sly
crafty
cunning
cheating
heinous
brutal
diabolical
atrocious
foul
sordid
wretched
disgraceful
revolting
repulsive
disgusting
regrettable

...mean
obnoxious
ferocious
savage
brutal
fiendish
evil
infernal
haughty
uppity
harsh
unpleasant
...good
Good Character
scrupulous
godly
moral
virtuous
righteous
honest
noble
wholesome
pure
innocent
saintly
courteous
well-mannered
obedient
trustworthy
upstanding
upright
respectable
gallant
benevolent

A Good Deed is...
praiseworthy
laudable
commendable
admirable
credible

A Good Idea is...
brilliant
ingenious
resourceful
inventive
creative
innovative
imaginative

A Good Sound is...
melodious
harmonious
golden
catchy
pleasant
glorious
heavenly

...good (continued)
Good Food is...
delicious
delectable
scrumptious
flavorful
tasty
appetizing
savory
luscious
succulent
wholesome
nutritious
beneficial
favorable
advantageous
worthwhile
profitable

...interesting
amazing
astonishing
astounding
marvelous
intriguing
incredible
remarkable
unbelievable
inconceivable
fascinating
engrossing
gripping
exciting
tantalizing
novel
captivating
enthraling
puzzling
baffling
bewildering
mysterious
outrageous
unique

...great
terrific
superior
extraordinary
marvelous
excellent
super
wonderful
magnificent
splendid
exemplary
awesome
fascinating
superb
glorious
spectacular
capital
topnotch
select
unequalled
outstanding
unrivaled
exquisite
majestic
refreshing

...skilled
capable
accomplished
efficient
effective
knowledgeable
qualified
adept
adroit
proficient
expert
experienced
productive
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